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Insights into the regulation of protein
abundance from proteomic and
transcriptomic analyses
Christine Vogel and Edward M. Marcotte

Abstract | Recent advances in next-generation DNA sequencing and proteomics
provide an unprecedented ability to survey mRNA and protein abundances.
Such proteome-wide surveys are illuminating the extent to which different
aspects of gene expression help to regulate cellular protein abundances.
Current data demonstrate a substantial role for regulatory processes occurring
after mRNA is made — that is, post-transcriptional, translational and protein
degradation regulation — in controlling steady-state protein abundances.
Intriguing observations are also emerging in relation to cells following
perturbation, single-cell studies and the apparent evolutionary conservation of
protein and mRNA abundances. Here, we summarize current understanding
of the major factors regulating protein expression.
Production and maintenance of cellular
protein requires a remarkable series of
linked processes, spanning the transcription, processing and degradation of mRNAs
to the translation, localization, modification and programmed destruction of the
proteins themselves. Protein abundances
reflect a dynamic balance among these processes. It has long been an open question
of how this balance is achieved and to what
extent each of these processes contributes
to the regulation of cellular protein abundances. Until recently, such questions have
been difficult to address, as it was largely
impossible to estimate protein concentrations at a large scale. It has been common
practice to use mRNA concentrations as
proxies for the concentrations and activities of the corresponding proteins, thereby
assuming that transcript abundances are
the main determinant of protein abundances. However, recent technological
advances, in particular in mass spectrometry and high-throughput cell imaging,
have allowed for large-scale surveys of the
proteome. The advent of next-generation
sequencing has complemented these new
findings with a detailed description of the

transcriptome. These studies are changing
our understanding of protein-expression
regulation. In particular, proteomics has
now advanced sufficiently to allow for the
systematic quantification of the absolute
abundances of thousands of proteins (BOX 1).

Current data demonstrate a
substantial role for regulatory
processes occurring after mRNA
is made
Emerging evidence is changing our view
of the role for the many regulatory mechanisms occurring after mRNAs are manufactured (FIG. 1). In almost every organism
that has been examined to date, steady-state
transcript abundances only partially predict
protein abundances1, suggesting that after
experimental errors have been eliminated,
other modes of regulation must be invoked
to explain how the levels of proteins are set
within cells. In this Progress article, we will
summarize recent technological advances,
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describe examples in which these technologies have enabled novel studies of protein
and mRNA regulation in the steady state and
in perturbed systems and describe how such
studies are informing models of protein
expression regulation.
Recent technological advances
A major technological driver in proteomics
has been the development of the Orbitrap
mass detector 2, which made rapid, highsensitivity protein mass spectrometry
more affordable and more widely available.
Experiments typically involve ‘shotgun proteomics’, in which cellular proteins are enzymatically digested, and the resulting peptides
are analysed by nanoflow chromatography
and high-resolution tandem mass spectrometry
(see REF. 3 for a recent review). Shotgun
proteomics experiments can be made
quantitative: for example, by measuring ion
intensities in the mass spectrometer or
by counting spectra that are derived
from each peptide. Both techniques
enable the absolute quantification of proteins in the sample, providing that the
resulting intensities or counts are suitably
calibrated to molecular concentrations4–6.
In methods such as AQUA, spiked-in
labelled peptides in known concentrations
provide such absolute concentration
reference standards7. Alternatively, it is
possible to compare protein samples that
incorporate different isotopes of carbon
and nitrogen. Different isotopes can be
incorporated by feeding cells or organisms
isotopically labelled amino acids through
the medium — as in the stable isotopic
labelling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC)
method8 — or by isotopically labelling peptides during sample preparation in a method
such as isobaric tag for relative and absolute
quantification (iTRAQ)9. The differentially
labelled peptides from these samples can
then be directly compared in the mass spectrometer, resulting in relative quantification
of protein concentrations between two or
more samples. If isotopic labelling is feasible
for the biological system, then SILAC and
related methods are highly useful owing to
their high accuracy and sensitivity. By such
means, thousands of proteins from a sample
can now be routinely quantified10.
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In parallel, next-generation-sequencing
advances now allow for routine large-scale
quantification of RNA abundances in any
organism11. The number of sequenced
‘reads’ per sequence (after accounting
for sequence length) is used as a proxy of
mRNA abundance. In a clever twist on this
approach that has been termed ribosome
footprinting, the mRNA sequence stretches
bound by ribosomes were analysed12. Such
data provide readouts of the efficiency of
translation initiation and elongation, giving insights into the regulation of protein
abundance12.
At the same time, there has been a
growth in the automation of microscopy
and, for example, of the generation of
libraries of modified yeast or human cells
that express proteins fused to fluorescent
proteins or to other detectable epitopes.
Such strains provide a direct readout of protein abundance and have led to large-scale
surveys of protein expression within single
cells13,14 and cell populations14,15. These
approaches have also enabled the measurement of dynamic changes in protein levels,

such as rates of protein degradation16–18.
Perhaps most importantly, the comparison
of data collected from these three distinct
technologies — mass spectrometry,
sequencing and microscopy — has provided
a valuable opportunity of cross-validation.
In the case of protein abundances, such
comparisons have broadly confirmed results
from each approach, whereas analyses of
protein degradation rates, for example, have
highlighted discrepancies that need to be
resolved5,16–18.
mRNA and protein measurements
Concentrations, production and turnover
rates of mRNA and proteins at steady state.
From the above technologies, we now have
measurements of the absolute concentrations of mRNAs and proteins from various
organisms, including mammalian cells,
worms, flies, yeast and a few species of
bacteria1,5,19. In general, in both bacteria
and eukaryotes, the cellular concentrations
of proteins correlate with the abundances of
their corresponding mRNAs, but not
strongly. They often show a squared Pearson

Box 1 | Key concepts for analyses of protein abundances
Absolute versus relative concentrations
Absolute concentrations are defined by an amount of protein (or RNA) per unit — for example,
molecules per cell — and they can be used independently of a reference data set.
Relative concentrations are not proper concentrations but are ratios of two absolute
concentrations (that is, fold changes), such as intensity ratios from dual-channel DNA
microarray measurements or from stable isotopic labelling with amino acids in cell culture
(SILAC). Each measurement represents a concentration relative to a reference sample and can
report either steady-state or non-steady-state conditions.
Rates versus concentrations
We can easily distinguish between the rate (or speed) at which a process happens, and the
concentrations of the participating molecules at a given time but, in practice, these concepts are
often confused. For example, abundant proteins are often assumed to exhibit high rates of
translation or transcription. However, such proteins may be slowly translated but very stable,
producing high final concentrations. The opposite scenario applies as well.
Steady-state versus non-steady-state (perturbed) systems
The ‘steady state’ is defined by a zero net change of a parameter in a system. For example, the
abundance of a protein might not vary during the time of observation because rates of
translation and degradation are balanced. The cell is said to be at the steady state with respect
to the concentration of this protein. Cells may encounter different steady states: for example,
under normal conditions or when a gene is mutated.
A population of cells growing in log phase is often said to be at the steady state. Protein
concentrations in individual cells may change with cell division, but the average concentration
of a protein across the population is roughly constant and thus fulfils the steady-state condition.
If a population of cells has been subjected to a stimulus — for example, stress — concentrations
of proteins across the population are changing over a specific period of time, and thus are not at
the steady state, until the population reaches the steady state again. This steady state might
differ to that before the perturbation.
Single cell versus populations
Single-cell observations are an important method for distinguishing single-cell observations
from population averages, especially in the context of gene expression noise, as well as
steady-state conditions such as those described above. The same test (for example, changes in
protein concentration over time) may produce entirely different results when focusing on a
single cell or the population.
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correlation coefficient of ~0.40, which
implies that ~40% of the variation in protein
concentration can be explained by knowing mRNA abundances1,19 (FIG. 2a). Higher
correlations have also been observed1,19. To
explain the remaining ~60% of the variation,
some combination of post-transcriptional
regulation and measurement noise needs to
be invoked.
The concentration of proteins in steadystate cell populations under different
growth conditions may vary. This variation
is often expressed as a log ratio of the measured abundances and is denoted here as
relative abundance (BOX 1). Relative abundances of proteins may or may not occur in
proportion to their relative mRNA levels.
For example, in haploid versus diploid
yeast cells, a moderate correlation (R = 0.46
to 0.68) between the relative abundance
in proteins and mRNAs (at least the wellmeasured ones) was observed20. Similarly,
relative abundances were only partially
predicted by relative mRNA abundances
across three human cell lines (Spearman
correlation = 0.63)21.
The above-mentioned protein and
mRNA abundances are determined by the
relationships between the rates of
the processes producing and degrading the
participating molecules. Initial large-scale
estimates have now also become available
for these rates of the different processes of
protein expression (FIG. 1). In mammalian
cells, mRNAs are produced at a much lower
rate than proteins are; on average, a mammalian cell produces two copies of a given
mRNA per hour, whereas it produces dozens of copies of the corresponding protein
per mRNA per hour. Similarly, mRNAs are
less stable than proteins (with an average
half-life of 2.6–7 hours versus 46 hours,
respectively)5,22. The long half-lives of proteins have been confirmed by independent
studies in other systems17,18 and suggest a
potentially large role of protein ‘dilution’
— that is, the decrease in protein concentration owing to cell division17. The long halflives of mammalian mRNAs are in strong
contrast to measured bacterial mRNA halflives, which averaged at roughly 7 minutes23.
All such comparisons summarize average properties and global trends among
genes. Any particular protein may have rates
or abundances that are very different from
average; investigation of its particular rates
and abundances may thus help to illuminate interesting biology that is relevant to
the protein, perhaps pointing to extremely
strong transcriptional or post-transcriptional
regulation. For example, RNAs and proteins
www.nature.com/reviews/genetics
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mRNA and protein levels in response to
perturbation. In addition to steady-state
measurements, efforts have now also turned
to perturbed systems (BOX 1). To characterize dynamic changes in proteomes, timedependent measurements are necessary.
Such studies had been limited until recently
by factors such as measurement noise, a
fairly small number of available isotopic
labels and the sequential nature — as
opposed to easily parallelizable nature — of
mass-spectrometry experiments, which
reduces the numbers of samples that can
be analysed. However, recent work has
provided us with detailed data sets that
deliver paradoxical results. For example,
yeast was subjected to osmolarity stress and
time-dependent expression changes were
measured25. The authors found that for
upregulated genes, the maximum mRNA
and maximum protein concentrations are
well-correlated, but this trend was not true
for downregulated genes. In a different
time-series study, yeast that had been subjected to oxidative stress did not display this
behaviour but indicated substantial posttranscriptional regulation of a large fraction
of the genes independently of their up- or
downregulation26,27. The same appears to
be true for bacteria in which time-course
analyses of perturbed systems reveal large
differences between protein and mRNA
abundance changes28,29. Clearly, our understanding of perturbed systems is still
incomplete and requires further analyses.
mRNA and protein levels in single cells.
Single-cell methods have advanced enormously over the past few years and are now
capable of detailed high-throughput analysis
of many genes, and the findings from these
assays contrast those of population-wide
analyses (BOX 1). (For an excellent review of
single-cell analyses, see REF. 30.) A recent
large-scale survey of single Escherichia coli
cells suggests that abundances of bacterial
proteins and mRNAs are entirely uncorrelated13, although these measurements have
not yet been comprehensively collected
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Figure 1 | Modes of translation and protein-degradation regulation.Nature
Protein
abundances
are
determined by a balance of regulation of both RNA and protein production and turnover, and some
of the major determinants of protein abundance are illustrated here. The figure focuses on major
mechanisms of the regulation of translation and transcript stability (upper panel) and protein degradation (lower panel). Mechanisms of transcription regulation are not discussed in this article.
miRNA, microRNA; uORF, upstream open reading frame. Figure adapted, with permission, from
REF. 1© (2009) Royal Society of Chemistry.

nor have they been independently verified.
Nonetheless, the population average of the
signals from many single-cell measurements
produces correlations that are comparable
to bulk measurements on cell populations,
and mRNA concentrations explain
~54–77% of the variance in average protein
levels13. The lack of correlation between
RNA and protein concentration in single
cells can be explained by the different lifetimes of the molecules: bacterial mRNAs are
short-lived and few copies per cell are produced, causing their concentrations in
single cells to fluctuate much more than
those of the longer-lived corresponding proteins. When averaging across populations,
these fluctuations disappear, and mRNA
and protein concentrations correlate.
In addition, translation regulation has a
role in the lack of correlation: when comparing different classes of genes across
yeast cells, concentrations of proteins in
the same complex are less noisy compared
with proteins that are not within one complex 31, although this is not true at the level
of mRNAs32. The contributions of both
intra- and intercellular biological noise are
an active area of research and are reviewed
elsewhere (for example, REF. 33).
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Biological interpretations
Understanding steady-state mRNA and
protein levels. The evidence above suggests a strong regulatory role for processes
downstream of transcription, and therefore
the next question to consider is how much
each aspect of regulation contributes to setting protein abundances. This question has
recently been addressed in mammalian cell
lines, both computationally and experimentally 5,24: these efforts target the remaining
~60% of the variation in protein concentration that cannot be explained by measuring
mRNAs alone.
To decode the contributions of different
regulatory processes, two strategies have
proved to be useful thus far. First, from
direct measurements of mRNA and
protein abundances and mRNA and protein
degradation, it is possible to estimate transcription and translation rates (using rate
equations) and then to integrate the relative
contributions of these different rates in mathematical models of gene expression regulation5. Second, using statistical techniques,
including regression, it is possible to relate
deviations in protein abundance to protein
and mRNA sequence features that are characteristic of different modes of regulation
ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION | 229
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(for example, PEST sequences that suggest
regulation by protein degradation)24. Such
strategies provide estimates of the relative
parts played by different regulatory steps.
After the contributions of mRNA abundances (namely, transcription and mRNA
degradation) have been factored out, the
strongest remaining contributions to
the setting of protein abundances appear

a Mouse

to come from either translation or protein
degradation (FIG. 1) and not from biological
or experimental noise. Experimental noise
(or measurement errors) can be estimated
from replicate experiments and are surprisingly low: for both transcriptomic and
proteomic data, replicate measurements of
concentrations can correlate with Pearson
correlation coefficients >0.95 (REF. 24),

b Human
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Figure 2 | Relationships between mRNA and protein abundances, as observed in large-scale
proteome- and transcriptome-profiling experiments. a | mRNA transcript
abundances
only
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partially correlate with protein abundances, typically explaining approximately one- to two-thirds
of the variance in steady-state protein levels, depending on the organism. This trend is evident in
data from NIH3T3 mouse fibroblast cells. b | In mammalian cells, as shown here for a human DAOY
medulloblastoma cell line, ~30–40% of the variance in protein abundance is explained by mRNA
abundance. A similarly large fraction of variance can be explained by other factors, which is indicative of post-transcriptional and translational regulation and protein degradation 5,24 .
c | Nonetheless, mRNA levels are an excellent proxy (in general) for the presence of a protein — or,
more precisely, for its detectability using current proteomics technologies. The resulting ‘lazy step
function’ has been observed in bacteria, yeast and human cell culture: beyond a certain mRNA
concentration, the probability of detecting a protein in the sample does not increase any further.
d | Preliminary evidence also suggests that, when considering orthologues across highly divergent
species, abundances of proteins are more conserved than abundances of the corresponding
mRNAs39,40, suggesting that protein abundances may be evolutionarily favoured. (Numbers indicate
Spearman rank correlation coefficients between molecular abundances.) Data such as these support an important role for regulatory mechanisms occurring downstream from the setting of mRNA
levels. Panel a of this figure is adapted, with permission, from REF. 5 © (2011) Macmillan Publishers
Ltd. All rights reserved. Panel b of this figure is adapted from REF. 24. Panel c of this figure is adapted,
with permission, from REF. 42 © (2009) Oxford University Press. Panel d of this figure is adapted, with
permission, from REF. 40 © (2010) Wiley.
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although this does not rule out factors such
as platform- or macromolecule-specific
measurement biases. Experiments in mammalian cells found that variation in proteinexpression levels are primarily determined
by regulation of translation5, although our
own computational analyses also suggest
substantial contributions of protein degradation24. Importantly, the analysis accounted
for nonlinear relationships and different
dynamic ranges of the contributing measures. Both analyses agree that regulation of
post-transcription, translation and protein
degradation contribute as much to variation
in protein concentrations as transcription
and transcript degradation do (as for the
example in FIG. 2b). Similar results have
been obtained from bacteria28. Thus, it
has been stated that “transcription
regulation is only half the story”34.
These analyses highlight features that
correlate with post-transcriptional regulation, such as protein and 3′ untranslated
region (UTR) lengths. Parts of these observations can be explained. For example, in
yeast cells, there is a strong inverse relationship between protein abundance and coding-sequence length35 that probably derives
partially from length-dependent differences
in ribosome densities. Using ribosome
footprinting, a roughly threefold higher
ribosome density was observed for the first
~30–40 codons following the translation
start of mRNAs, followed by reduced ribosome densities for the remaining codons12.
However, the same may not be true for
mammalian cells36. Further, there is a trend
in cancer cells for highly expressed genes to
exhibit shorter 3′UTRs with fewer microRNA (miRNA)-binding sites, decreasing
miRNA-mediated translation repression37,38.
The observation of shorter 3′UTRs for more
highly expressed mammalian proteins
corresponds well with this.
Conservation of protein abundances.
Another recently observed trend is noteworthy. Preliminary evidence suggests
that steady-state protein abundances of
orthologues are well-conserved across
large evolutionary distances: for example,
across worms, flies, bacteria, yeast and a
human cancer cell line39–41. The observation
appears to hold true even when accounting
for biases from different technological platforms. Caveats abound with these data, most
importantly that the abundance measurements are often compared across platforms
and laboratories and that, for the case of
data collected from tissues and organisms,
averaging of measurements across cell
www.nature.com/reviews/genetics
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types may bias the observations towards the
most abundant proteins. Nonetheless, it is
an intriguing observation with an obvious
explanation: the steady-state abundances of
proteins are determined by their functions
and are based on, for example, matching stoichiometries between interacting proteins in
the same physical complexes. Conservation
of function between orthologues therefore
implies conservation of protein abundances.
Perhaps more surprisingly, protein abundances appear to be more evolutionarily
conserved than the levels of their corresponding mRNAs are across bacteria, yeast,
worms, flies, human cells and plants39,40
(FIG. 2d). The observation holds true even if
accounting for the different dynamic ranges
of protein and mRNA data — that is, by
using a rank-based correlation coefficient.
Again, observations are scarce and have
associated caveats: for example, proteomics
and transcriptomics methods have very different levels of sensitivity and measurement
error. Nonetheless, it appears that mRNA
levels of conserved genes diverge across
time, but post-transcriptional, translational
and protein-degradational regulation help
to compensate for this drift and bring
protein abundances back to evolutionarily preferred levels. These observations are
consistent with the large role for post-transcriptional regulation discussed above and,
in combination with these data, they suggest
the following model.
A model for understanding regulation of
protein abundance. Although the expression level of an mRNA only explains a fraction of variation in protein abundance, the
abundance of an mRNA is often an excellent
proxy for the presence of a protein: that is,
for whether or not that protein is detectable
within the cells42 (FIG. 2c). We thus propose
the following model to explain the observations mentioned above. RNA expression
may act in a switch-like fashion: proteins
are undetectable (at least by typical mass
spectrometry experiments) when mRNA
levels are low, but the ability to detect proteins rises sharply at higher mRNA levels.
Graphically, this corresponds to a ‘lazy step
function’, as is plotted for yeast in FIG. 2c.
The same function has also been found in
E. coli and humans42. A stochastic switch
between ‘on’ and ‘off ’ states has been suggested for transcription, resulting in bursts
of gene expression occurring from bacteria
to humans43,44. Regulation of transcript
abundance could be thought of as controlling the on or off state of each gene and
setting the order of magnitude of protein

abundances. A combination of posttranscriptional, translational and degradative regulation, acting through miRNAs45
or other mechanisms, then fine-tunes
protein abundances to their preferred
levels, acting both at immediate and
evolutionary timescales. Indeed, miRNAs
have been found to fine-regulate protein
expression levels, rather than to cause
large expression changes46,47. In a simple
sense, regulation at the level of mRNA
thus serves as a switch, whereas regulation
downstream functions as a rheostat for
further tuning of protein abundances.
Consistent with this model, proteins
exhibit a larger dynamic range of concentrations than transcripts do5,21,24,48; such differential signal amplification must occur by
post-transcriptional mechanisms. Similarly,
across transcriptome data sets from different
Metazoa (but not yeast), there is a class of
low-expression mRNAs that do not appear
to be functional but are rather halted in an
off state49. Transcription of these mRNAs
can be ‘switched on’ through regulatory factors to express the mRNAs at higher levels,
which then also have detectable protein
concentrations.
Such a model is, of course, simplistic
given that transcription, translation and degradation are often extensively coupled and
may frequently regulate each other through
feedback loops, as described in an excellent
review by Dahan et al.50. Some links are better understood than others: for example,
the interaction between the proteasome
and chromatin is still largely unclear, as this
would link protein degradation regulation
to processes that affect chromatin structure
and thus affect the efficiency of transcription initiation51,52. For example, in bacteria,
co-transcriptional translation offers several
mechanisms for coupling transcription
and translation, but this is more difficult in
eukaryotes. Recent views, however, hypothesize that coupling in eukaryotes can be
enabled through proteins that are associated
with nascent mRNAs that later regulate
translation. Such interdependencies complicate both the model of gene expression and
the assessment of the relative contributions
of different modes of regulation of protein
abundance.
Conclusions
In conclusion, recent studies suggest
a perhaps undervalued role for posttranscriptional, translational and degradation regulation in the determination of
protein concentrations, contributing at least
as much as transcription itself. Future work
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must almost certainly focus on a deeper
understanding of the rates of protein production and turnover, on how these rates
change under different cellular conditions
and on the principles that govern their regulation. Advances in mass spectrometry provide a clear path towards addressing these
issues, especially the ability to survey proteome turnover by pulse–chase experiments
on continuously growing cells (for example,
as in REF. 5). Recent years have also seen a
number of advances in methods that analyse
translation efficiency through, for example,
the above-mentioned ribosome profiling 12.
However, we still often do not understand
the kinetics of the participating processes,
in particular, those of translation. We cannot yet measure the kinetics of translation at
the single-cell level, and such experiments
would be essential for understanding, for
example, translation bursts or the relative
contributions of noise in transcription and
translation. Considerable work still lies in
store to understand the apparent coupling
between the different processes that are
required to synthesize proteins and to maintain expression levels. Finally, there are still
questions that are entirely open regarding
the specificity of translation regulation, feedback and coupling between regulatory processes (such as, transcription, translation and
degradation), the roles of miRNAs and other
translation regulators, such as RNA-binding
proteins, and undoubtedly new mechanisms
of protein abundance regulation that verify
or disprove current observations.

Glossary
High-resolution tandem mass spectrometry
The use of two consecutive mass spectrometry steps to
measure mass-to-charge ratios for peptides and their
fragment ions, respectively. Modern technology enables
a mass accuracy of <0.01 Da.

Nanoflow chromatography
In the context of peptides, this method separates a
peptide mixture by differences in biophysical properties. It
operates at flow rates of nanolitres per minute to increase
separation efficiency and decrease sample volumes.

PEST sequences
Protein sequence motif enriched for proline (P), glutamate
(E), serine (S) and threonine (T) that serves as a protein
degradation signal.

Ribosome footprinting
Identification of ribosomal binding sites on mRNA through
ribosome stalling and next-generation sequencing of the
bound RNA fragments.

Stable isotopic labelling with amino acids in
cell culture
(SILAC). A widely used technique for estimating relative
protein concentrations by mass spectrometry.
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